of myoblast migration occurs in the interfin/limb trunk phenotypes are often complicated because the effects region of all vertebrates and is likely to be primitive. The do not segregate cleanly between true epaxial and hypchange to the mesenchymal mode of myoblast infiltraaxial muscle groups. tion into the fin/limb bud is thus an evolutionary innovaAs an example, many functional studies of the bHLH tion in the lineage leading to both the bony fishes and muscle regulatory factors (MRFs) Myf 5, Mrf4, myogenin, tetrapods (Haines and .
and MyoD, describe their roles in epaxial versus hypaxial In tetrapods, the distribution of elements in primaxial muscles, though the affected structures are actually an and abaxial domains differs from epaxial and hypaxial overlap between hypaxial and epaxial (Table 1A ). The domains in simple but significant ways. The primaxial predominant inconsistency is that intercostal muscles domain includes all the epaxial muscles, plus certain are technically hypaxial (i.e., innervated by ventral ramus hypaxial muscles (Table 1 and this definition of the term epaxial, the boundary between (Dietrich, 1999) is fully reflected by the terms abaxial epaxial and hypaxial would be equivalent to the lateral and primaxial, respectively. Consistent with this dichotsomitic frontier in the trunk. However, the term "epaxial" omy is an obvious anatomical difference between prithen loses its original meaning for adult, functional anatmaxial and abaxial structures. Abaxial structures have omy. Describing the domain that includes both true eplost overt segmentation, while primaxial structures axial muscles plus the intercostals as primaxial leaves maintain clear evidence of their original segmental patthe classical nomenclature intact. The significance here tern. This is most obvious in the limb muscles, and the is that the nonmigratory class of true hypaxial muscles segmentation in the (abaxial) sternal skeleton and ab-(sensu Dietrich, 1999) always behaves differently than dominal muscles is generally described as degenerate the migratory hypaxial muscles in mutant phenotypes. or secondary, only indirectly related to the segmentation These phenotypes can be neatly described as occurring of the paraxial mesoderm (for discussion see Strauss in either primaxial or abaxial domains (Table 2 and tissues is consistent with the idea that tissue environIn addition to the muscle and skeletal lineages, cells ment is important in determining pattern. In this context, from the somites also give rise to dermis. Quail to chick the primaxial/abaxial nomenclature seems more useful transplant of somites has shown that only the dorsal than the epaxial/hypaxial nomenclature. dermis is generated from the somites (Mauger, 1972) . including the complete absence of a vertebral column to respond to different signals later on, hence specifying Morphological identity and Hox expression are autonomous (i.e., determined) in the primaxial domain, but cells their fate. In terms of cell fate, this is often clearly the case. Cells from different somite locations can be differfrom these somites are regulated by the lateral plate in abaxial regions as discussed above (Nowicki and Burke, entially responsive to the same signal at later stages and, in that sense, specified. As an example, cells in the 2000). An analogous situation occurs when neural crest derived connective tissue controls patterning of the cradorsomedial lip of the somite are able to respond to a long-range Shh signal and turn on Myf 5 because they niofacial region and the branchial arches (Noden, 1983 (Noden, , 1986 ). These in vivo data support our argument that express Gli as a result of early exposure to Wnts from the dorsal neural tube (Gustafsson et al., 2002) . According to global patterning information is resident in the connective tissue lineage of primaxial versus abaxial domains. this model, these cells are specified to a muscle fate, while cells lacking this prior experience, and thus unable These connective tissue lineages represent areas where regulation of patterning genes, and hence their impact, to respond to Shh would remain uncommitted. The factors that specify cell type, however, and the factors that has been diversified during evolution. The patterning of the whole embryo is obviously more resolve or establish which anatomical structure those same cells contribute to (i.e., global pattern) are not complex than simply two domains. An important strategy for building morphological complexity in animals is necessarily the same.
In vitro genes that generate variation in the vertebrate body plan.
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